LetterMark Data Center
Add power to your email!
The LetterMark® system adds branding, web-integration and
enhanced contact information to your daily email.

DATA CENTER CAPABILITIES

(Before)
(After)
The brain of the LetterMark system is a small but powerful client
software that resides on the user’s PC. The client software works
in concert with the LetterMark servers to deliver enhanced
functionality to your email.

; Continuously available power
through redundant UPS systems
and diesel generators
; Consistent environmental
controls through redundant
HVAC systems
; Raised floors and early warning
fire detection systems
; Closed-circuit television cameras
recording all data center activity
; Multiple security checkpoints to
gain access to data center
; Private Peering Relationships
with Time Warner, AT&T, Level
3 Communications
; Diverse Local Loop SONET
entrances
; Fully redundant switch routers
; Redundant Point-to-Point
circuits between data centers
; Ballistic rated exterior; designed
to withstand hurricane force
winds
; Fully managed firewall platforms
; Proprietary operational support
system, Dashboard, automates
processes and ensures
responsiveness and reliability

The LetterMark servers are hosted with Hosted Solutions. As a
result, the hosting solution for the LetterMark system meets or
exceeds the uptime and the protection standards of any corporate
hosting environment, or third party hosting service.
RELIABILITY
Hosted Solution’s network infrastructure uses the industry's
leading hardware and partners with multiple Tier-1 and local
providers to build a carrier neutral and highly redundant solution.
Their network redundancy ensures that traffic routes to the
optimal available path with the shortest number of hops, which
results in improved performance and the elimination of downtime.
SECURITY
A secure facility is the foundation upon which reliable services are
built. From firewall management to continuous network, hardware
and application monitoring, Hosted Solutions provides a range of
services to ensure that the LetterMark system is secure and
available (see sidebar).
The contents of your email are secure too. The LetterMark system
does not alter or impact the routing of email. When the recipient
opens a LetterMark email, the template (header graphic and
virtual business card) is downloaded from our data center. In the
unlikely event the LetterMark servers are inaccessible, the text of
the email will still reach the recipient. Only the LetterMark
template will be unavailable.

About Hosted Solutions.
Hosted Solutions provides complete and
customized managed and dedicated web
hosting solutions to more than 275
clients. Hosted Solutions data centers
ensure optimal uptime with a 2N+1
power infrastructure, 2N+1
environmental controls (HVAC) and a
diversified network design. Aggregate
Bandwidth to the internet is 2.3GB.
To learn more, visit
www.HostedSolutions.com
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